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Abstract

The Packard TopCount Microplate Scintillation and
Luminescence Counter employs a unique form of
pulse discrimination which distinguishes between
unwanted background “noise” and true scintillation
events. Unlike classical scintillation counting, which
utilizes two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) operating
in coincidence to reject this noise, TopCount uses
a patented single PMT method. This paper summa-
rizes conventional coincidence counting and
describes the theory of the TopCount pulse discrimi-
nation circuit. Results are presented which illustrate
the performance of the circuit with a variety of
scintillators, radionuclides and samples. Counting
efficiencies similar to conventional liquid scintilla-
tion counting (LSC) are achieved for both liquid and
solid scintillators. The key benefit of the TopCount
single-PMT counting system is the ability to count
samples deposited on a non-transparent support
such as solid scintillators, filters and membranes, or
contained in low cost, opaque microplates.

Basic Scintillation Theory

Radioactivity can be quantitated by the conversion
of the energy from beta or gamma decays into detect-
able light photons. This conversion can occur in
either liquid or solid scintillants. Liquid scintillation
counting is accomplished with a liquid scintillation
cocktail, consisting of an organic solvent and soluble
organic scintillators. An energetic electron from a
radioactive decay event excites solvent molecules
to higher energy states. The solvent transfers energy
to the primary organic scintillator, which in turn,

transfers it to a secondary scintillator. When the
secondary scintillator molecules return to their ground
state, a packet of photons is released with an optimal
wavelength for detection by PMTs.

Solid scintillators can also be used to convert radio-
nuclide decay energy into photons of the appropriate
wavelength. Solid scintillators are usually inorganic
compounds (calcium fluoride or yttrium silicate)
which contain small amounts of heavy elements such
as europium or cerium. Decay energy is absorbed
by these compounds and reemitted as light of the
correct wavelength for detection by PMTs.

Characteristics of Scintillators

Two characteristics of the scintillator, liquid or solid,
are critical to the detection and pulse discrimination
process. First, scintillators have specific energy ab-
sorption and emission wavelengths. Energy absorbed
by the scintillators must be efficiently converted
to photons with wavelengths optimal for detection
with PMTs.

Second, the scintillator emits the photon packet over
a period of time (the decay period). The detection of
individual photons results in a number of narrow
electrical pulses from the PMT. Scintillators with
short decay constants, such as organic scintillators
found in conventional LSC cocktails, are fast
scintillators. They release virtually all of their stored
energy in a brief, intense burst of 2.5 nanoseconds
or less (the prompt pulse). This is illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Scintillators with long decay periods of more than
50 nanoseconds, such as inorganic or solid
scintillators, release only a portion of their energy in
the prompt pulse. The remaining energy is emitted
slowly over a longer period as a series of pulses
(the delayed pulses). This is illustrated in Figure 2.
Solid scintillators have decay periods ranging up to
several microseconds.

The combination of these two scintillator character-
istics determines how efficiently a beta or gamma
decay event can be detected. These characteristics
also play a role in the Time-Resolved Liquid
Scintillation technique (TR-LSC) used to distin-
guish between true scintillation events and
background noise.1

Characteristics of Background Noise

Electronic pulses which are not due to true beta decay
events are considered noise. There are several sources
of these pulses, including:

• PMT thermal noise
• Chemiluminescence
• Photoluminescence
• Cosmic radiation

The largest single source of background noise is
the PMT itself. Thermally excited electrons at the
photosensitive surface of the PMT are amplified to
produce noise pulses.

A large percentage of these pulses can be filtered out
by setting a threshold just above the single photoelec-
tron (SPE) level. This threshold is the minimum
voltage generated by a single photon. Pulses smaller
than the threshold are ignored by the electronics.
However, some PMT noise pulses exceed the thresh-
old voltage. They can be detected, along with true
scintillation pulses and can increase the background
count rate.

Background noise pulses must be filtered out to
accurately measure the actual sample radioactivity.
There are two methods for filtering out noise:

1) Conventional dual-PMT coincidence counting

2) Single-PMT time-resolved pulse discrimination

Dual-PMT Coincidence Counting

Conventional liquid scintillation counters employ
the dual-PMT coincidence counting technique
wherein the sample is placed between two diametri-
cally opposed PMTs. A packet of photons produced
by a true scintillation event travels isotropically.
Therefore, portions of the photon packet are detected
by both PMTs at the same time. The coincidence
circuit monitors the output from each PMT for the
presence of pulses arriving at both PMTs within a
very short time window. This window or coincidence
resolving time is typically 18 nanoseconds. Pulses
detected in both PMTs within the coincidence re-
solving time are assumed to originate from a true
decay event, and are accepted by the circuit (see
Figure 3). The pulses are then summed and analyzed
for pulse height (energy).

Figure 1.
Scintillation event from a fast scintillator.

Figure 2.
Scintillation event from a slow scintillator.
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Noise pulses are random events, and are detected
only by the PMT in which they occur. The probabil-
ity is extremely small that both PMTs will generate
noise pulses within the coincidence resolving time
window. Therefore, most noise pulses are rejected
by the coincidence circuit (see Figure 3).

Coincidence counting requires very fast scintillators.
By using cocktails which are optimized for
coincidence counting, most background noise is
filtered out, and excellent radionuclide counting
efficiencies are achieved. Further background re-
duction in coincidence counting may be achieved
with time-resolved liquid scintillation counting,
which detects and characterizes afterpulses caused
by background events.2

Single-PMT Time-Resolved Scintillation
Counting

The single-PMT time-resolved scintillation count-
ing technique,2,3 employed in the TopCount
Microplate Scintillation and Luminescence Counter,
uses pulse counting to distinguish between true de-
cay events and background noise. It eliminates the
requirement for two PMTs to count each sample and
the associated heavy lead shielding. It facilitates
close physical alignment of multiple PMTs for si-
multaneous counting of up to 12 samples directly in
microplates. More importantly, it solves the problem
of counting samples contained in standard,
non-transparent microplates or deposited on solid
supports such as filters, membranes and solid,
inorganic scintillators.

Single-PMT counting uses scintillators with rela-
tively long decay periods. As described earlier,
scintillators emit energy absorbed from a beta decay
event by releasing photons. A scintillator with a long
decay constant will emit photons over a long time,
until all of the absorbed energy has been released.
Each photon results in a discrete pulse at the PMT.
Therefore, each decay event produces a photon packet
followed by a series of pulses. In contrast, PMT noise
consists of single pulses.

The characteristics of a pulse are determined by
observing the PMT output for a period of time after
the initial packet has been detected. If it is followed
by one or more additional pulses, the pulse probably
results from a true decay event, and it is accepted. If
no additional pulses are detected within the resolving
time period, the initial pulse was probably back-
ground noise, and it is rejected (see Figure 4). Rec-
ognition of either two or three pulses is sufficient to
distinguish valid pulses from background noise for
all of the long lifetime scintillators used with the
TopCount system.

Figure 3.
Two-PMT coincidence pulse discrimination.

Figure 4.
Single-PMT time-resolved pulse discrimination.
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For example, when a beta decay event occurs, a
series of electronic pulses are produced. A pulse
which exceeds the SPE threshold will trigger the
resolving time circuit. The number of pulses above
the SPE level during the resolving time period are
counted. If multiple pulses are counted, the event is
considered valid, and is analyzed further in the pulse
height analyzer as in conventional LSC. If multiple
pulses are not detected within the resolving time
period, the triggering pulse is rejected as background
noise (see Figure 4).

The probability that a background noise event will
produce two, three, or more pulses in the resolving
time period is extremely low. Therefore, the count-
ing efficiencies and background of TopCount are
comparable to those of conventional LSC.

Applied Single-PMT Time-Resolved
Counting

Modes of Operation

The TopCount Microplate Scintillation and Lumi-
nescence Counter is capable of counting a variety of
beta and gamma labeled samples using either liquid
or solid scintillators. The time-resolved scintillation
counting technique using single PMTs may also be
optimized to provide either maximum counting
efficiency or maximum sensitivity (maximized
efficiency/background). Therefore, there are two
counting modes in TopCount:

1. High Efficiency Mode. Only two pulses within
the resolving time period are required to accept an
event. Counting efficiency is maximized, and
background levels are comparable to or only
slightly higher than conventional LSC. This mode
is most often used for liquid sample counting
with the Packard MicroScintTM-20 scintillation
cocktails or scintillation proximity assay (SPA)
counting with plastic scintillator beads.

2. Normal Efficiency Mode. Three pulses are re-
quired within the resolving time period. This
dramatically lowers background but maintains
acceptable counting efficiency. This mode
provides the maximum sensitivity, particularly
for solid scintillators. The Normal Efficiency
Mode is generally used for counting samples on
solid scintillators such as Packard LumaPlatesTM

or for SPA counting with inorganic glass
scintillator beads.

Important Note:

When TCA-003 was first published, there were two
counting modes for the TopCount. In 1996, a third
mode was added, and the names of the counting
modes were changed. Older TopCount software can
be upgraded to the current three counting modes.
Table 1 shows the relationships of the counting
modes and pulse discrimination for older and current
TopCounts, including the new TopCount NXTTM.

The experimental data shown here in TCA-003 are
relevant to both early and current TopCount models,
although the text and tables use the nomenclature of
the early TopCount models. To use these data for
evaluating current TopCount performance, you must
switch the Normal Count Mode with the High Effi-
ciency Mode, and switch the High Efficiency Count
Mode with the Normal Efficiency Mode. Please refer
to TopCount Topics TCA-029 for information and
data which compare the current High Efficiency
Count Mode (HECM) to the current Normal Count
Mode (NCM).

Table 1.
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Scintillators and Counting Efficiency

TopCount’s unique time-resolved pulse counting
technique provides maximum performance with
slowly decaying scintillators, such as yttrium sili-
cate, special scintillating plastic beads, and the
Packard MicroScint line of scintillation cocktails.
The slow decays of these scintillators maximizes the
probability that multiple pulses will occur, thereby
maximizing counting efficiency and minimizing
background noise.

Experimental Results

Three different types of scintillators were chosen for
study:

1. OptiFluor®, a conventional LSC cocktail (fast
scintillator).

2. MicroScint-20 liquid cocktail, a specially formu-
lated scintillator having the extended decay
constant (slower scintillator).

3. Yttrium silicate, a long decay constant solid
scintillator (slowest scintillator).

Each cocktail was dispensed into a separate set of
four wells of a microplate (250 microliters per well).
Yttrium silicate was placed into four wells of another
plate (0.012 g/well). Approximately 50,000 DPM of
3H thymidine, 14C thymidine, or 32P ATP were added
to three of the wells. The fourth well of each scintil-
lator was used to assess background levels. Dupli-
cate samples were prepared in LSC vials for DPM
assay in a conventional LSC. The samples contained
in the liquid cocktails were thoroughly mixed.
The samples added to the yttrium silicate were
thoroughly dried.

All samples were counted in TopCount using both
the High Efficiency and Normal Efficiency Modes.
Data obtained from the LSC were used to calculate
counting efficiencies for TopCount.

The results (Table 2) indicate that for 3H it is highly
preferable to use a scintillator with a long decay
constant. 3H efficiencies for the MicroScint-20
cocktail are much higher using the High Efficiency
Mode than they are for the Normal Efficiency Mode.
Yttrium silicate provided acceptable efficiencies for
3H in either mode, because of its extremely long
decay characteristics.

Table 2.
Efficiency, background and figure of merit data

(optimized counting regions).
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With higher energy nuclides, such as 14C and 32P,
there is less need for long decay characteristics.
These nuclides will count efficiently even with fast
scintillators.

Background is lower in the Normal Efficiency Mode
by as much as a factor of two to three. Although the
efficiency is less than in the High Efficiency Mode,
the resulting figure of merit (E2/B) is greater.

Conclusions

The TopCount Microplate Scintillation and Lumi-
nescence Counter is a new approach to scintillation
counting. TopCount employs single-PMT technol-
ogy and time-resolved pulse counting for noise re-
duction to allow counting in opaque standard format
microplates. Up to 12 samples can be counted simul-
taneously with counting efficiencies and sensitivi-
ties that rival conventional LSC. The use of
opaque microplates can reduce optical crosstalk to
negligible levels.

Solid scintillators, for counting dried samples with-
out liquid radioactive waste, may be used in TopCount
in a much more efficient manner than previously
possible. This results in considerable savings for
sample preparation and radioactive waste disposal.
Samples on non-transparent filters and membranes
can also be counted, thus opening a new field of
possible applications.

The use of the standard microplate format and the
capability to count non-transparent samples such as
solid scintillation samples with TopCount facilitates
automated sample processing with standard
microplate processing equipment and reduces
operating costs.

1 U.S. patent 4,651,006.
2 U.S. patent 4,528,450.
3 U.S. patent 5,198,670.


